
4.4.2 Procedures and policies for maintaining and utilizing physical, 

academic and support facilities - laboratory, library, sports complex, 

computers, classrooms etc.  

Our college has a dedicated office staff which looks into the purchase and maintenance responsible 

for all the activities related to the maintenance of buildings, class rooms, laboratories, canteen, sports 

facilities, gardens and other infrastructure facilities etc. As ours is a Aided college which is run by 

Kanara welfare trust some of the infrastructure requirements are met and also maintained by the trust 

office. The Principal along with the support of the teaching and non-teaching staff regularly through 

the IQAC committee continuously keeps a record of the maintenance of the campus. The information 

of all the requirements pertaining to maintenance of various facilities are collected from the 

respective head of the departments of the committees and the Principal takes a final call on the 

approval of the same. The expenses for the maintenance and utilization of the infrastructure and 

associated facilities are met by the fund collected through the fees collected. The budget for the 

particular heads are done approximately looking at the expenditure done during the previous year. 

The details of the procedures for maintenance of the above are as below- 1) Academic and support 

facilities – All the procedures in connection with the maintenance and utilizing of facilities connected 

with the teaching and learning aids is dealt with utmost care as this is concerned with the stakeholders. 

The teaching aids such as the Projectors, internet facilities etc. are regularly being checked. Even the 

basic facilities like desks, lights and fans in the classrooms are regularly inspected. The respective 

departments conduct a periodic audit to ensure timely corrective action for proper functioning of the 

various equipment’s. Inventory/Stock Register and Log Book for each costly and high end equipment 

in the Institute are maintained on a regular basis which is to be supervised periodically. 2) Laboratories 

– As ours is a college which runs  B.Sc, M.Sc, B.Com and B.A courses the laboratories concerned to the 

particular course play an important role in the smooth and efficient running of the college. Each 

department provides a list at the beginning of the year which consists of most of the equipment’s 

required during the year. The staff and support staff of the concerned department do a thorough 

check of the equipment’s once a month. The equipment’s purchased, equipment’s that are beyond 

expiry dates are disposed by keeping the details registered in the stock book. 3) Library – The librarian 

of the college along with the library committee has the liberty of forwarding the requirements 

connected with the purchase of the facilities and maintenance concerned with the library. The 

committee has a procedure of obtaining the requirements of facilities like books and journals from 

the students and staff alike which helps the library to be updated at all times. 4) Sports- The 

department of Sports regularly maintains all the facilities pertaining to the department. As the 

infrastructure and facilities concerned is big the department has a committee which takes up the task 

of maintaining the same. All the equipment’s required are purchased 


